
Drift Away in a Chef’s Dream 

The kitchen was inspired by the Pacific-Northwest Transitional style that focuses on modern and  

organic characteristics. This elegantly designed kitchen incorporates our Sandia door style, from 

Wellborn’s Estate Collection, with a Drift paint and Pewter glaze. The traditional profiles, historic   

color combinations and contemporary metal and glass accents all come together to form the       

transitional style of this kitchen. The indoor/outdoor Makai countertops, the single handle pull-down 

kitchen faucet, along with the Royal Blue paint give this kitchen its own unique style. 

Glass Front Drawer Base Cabinet 

These beautifully crafted drawers offer generous       

capacity for storing kitchen utensils and gadgets. 

They’re exceptionally deep to store larger items with 

ease. This particular drawer base features a glass 

front that can be filled with edibles, such as pasta or 

legumes adding an extra design detail to the kitchen.   



Base Blind Corner Cabinet with Pullout Tray 

Every corner and space in the kitchen can be used with 

Wellborn’s blind corner pullout! Make the most of your 

corner space. Sliding shelves along with swing out    

storage, provide easy access to stored items in hard to 

reach places.          

Base Filler Peg Pullouts  

Utilize every inch of your cabinet space, whether it is 

behind a decorative filler or in a corner, the peg 

pullout will make “wasted space” a thing of the past! 

The removable hooks and pegs on the stainless 

steel panel provide endless storage customization.   

Custom Inset Glass Door Application 

This custom peninsula was made possible 

by our You Draw It program. The designer 

placed custom inset glass doors that are lit 

from within with LED puck lights, that         

enhance the ambience of room. The    

peninsula was made to be accessible on 

the end, adding yet another element of 

function into the design. 
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Click Here to find out all the details about this design!  

http://wciweb1.wellborn.com/kbis/kbis_portal_2016/set-19.html

